AVIAN POINT COUNT INTERNSHIPS. Two positions available for field work within Hawaii Volcanoes National park. Interns needed from March-June 2010 with potential extension thru August for forest bird surveys within Hawaii Volcanoes National Park and possibly other national parks in the region. Interns will assist with Variable Circular Plot (VCP) survey methods, habitat surveys, field logistics, and data management. Position requires many consecutive days of hiking in dense wet mesic forests and camping in remote areas. Interns will be trained in plant identification and survey methods, navigation by global positioning systems (GPS), identification of native and exotic forest birds by sight and vocalizations; as well as distance estimates from observer to bird. Interns will be paid $1400/month. Housing is not included but interns will be assisted in finding an affordable house close to the national park. Interns will likely become primary point counters after training and will be expected to work independently. Applicants must be in excellent physical condition and preference will be given to those who have some VCP experience and familiarity of Hawaiian birds. Applications should include brief cover letter of your interest in the project, a copy of your C.V. and/or Resume, and three references. Please send applications via email to SETH JUDGE (EM: sethjudge at hotmail.com). Please submit applications by Jan 31, 2010.